
Customer Service Practitioner
Level 2 Apprenticeship

 
 

This is a popular qualification suitable for those looking to begin a career in 
 customer service. This apprenticeship covers the knowledge, skills and

behaviours required to be able to deliver high quality products and services to the
customers of the organisation in which you work.  It is typically delivered over a
period of 14 months which during you can begin your end point assessment to

complete your apprenticeship.  

You will need to hold a Grade D/3 as a
minimum in Maths and English to apply for

this apprenticeship. 
 

Apprentices are required to achieve Level

2/Grade C/4 English and Maths  prior to

completion of their Apprenticeship*

 

*We can provide support during additional

hours to help you to achieve the Maths and

English  qualification required to

successfully complete the apprenticeship.

If you have an interest in working in
a role where your core responsibility

is to provide a high quality service
to customers delivered from the

workplace or digitally, then could be
the apprenticeship for you!

 

If you want to earn a wage while you
study, an apprenticeship allows you
to earn a minimum of £4.30 an hour
for a minimum of 30 hours a week.

Is this right for me?

System People have been training
apprentices for 15 years across

many industries. We are
recognised as the "Best Training
Provider" by the Golden Apples

Awards in Cumbria in 2019. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Entry Requirements

Why learn with us?



Learners will complete an End Point Assessment
(EPA) which will consist of; 

Apprentice Showcase which is a portfolio of
evidence, which enables apprentices to reflect
and present examples of their development over
the whole on-programme period against a set of
chosen standards. 

Practical Observation which is scheduled to
when the apprentice will be in their normal place
of work and will be carried out by the
Independent Assessor

Professional Discussion will be a structured
discussion between the apprentice and the
Independent Assessor, following the observation,
to establish the apprentice’s understanding and
application of knowledge, skills and behaviours.

Apprenticeship Standards

Rob's  Apprenticeship Journal

Understand the difference between internal and external customers. 
Know the purpose of the business and what ‘brand promise' means. 
Understand how to build trust with a customer and why this is important. 
Understand the products or services that are available from your
organisation and keep up to date.

KNOWLEDGE

How will I be Assessed?

I have always liked working with people and

during school holidays I worked in my parents

cafe serving customers.  

I enrolled on this Level 2 Apprenticeship as it

meant that I could go straight into work after

I left school and start earning a wage. I attend

college virtually where I get to see the other

learners and my Tutor via the ZOOM

technology. I am working through the online

modules really well and I can take things at

my own pace which I really like. I work for a

well known service provider where I deal with

customers over the telephone and email and

have found the lessons very valuable as they

have really helped me devise strategies to deal

with difficult or upset customers. I hope to

become a Customer Service Supervisor in the

future and feel that this course is giving me

the confidence I need to follow this career. 

Use a range of questioning skills, including listening and responding in a
way that builds rapport, determines customer needs and expectations.
Use appropriate verbal and non-verbal communication skills.
Use an appropriate ‘tone of voice’ in all communications.
Demonstrate patience and calmness.
Show you understand the customer’s point of view
Use appropriate sign-posting or resolution to meet your customers needs
Maintain informative communication during service recovery.

Take ownership for keeping your service knowledge and skills up-to-date.
Frequently and consistently communicate and work with others in the
interest of helping customers efficiently.
Equality – treating all customers as individuals

BEHAVIOURS

SKILLS

This apprenticeship includes many standards which make up your
learning over the 14 months. A selection of which are outlined below;

Rob,


